
Bringing Action to Britain!

Relax’s Money Cart is on the move again, and it’s headed straight for the UK! Hot on the trails 
to big wins, this slot leaves the Base Game behind and takes players straight to the action with 
Bonus Reels™!

Money Cart 2 brings the crew back together again, and they’re badder than ever. Find the Payer, 
Collector, Sniper, and Necromancer on a rampage for wins, with the Persistent symbols kicking 
things up a notch as always. Find character combos, re-spins, and new reels to unlock as the 
wheels keep churning.

When all possible reels have been activated and all positions occupied, the round comes to a 
screeching stop, awarding 500 coins.

Your players better jump aboard Money Cart 2, with 50,000 coins up for grabs,  
they could make a killing!

ID: moneycart2
Columns x Rows: 5 x 4
RTP: 98.00%
Volatility:       out of
Payout Mechanic: Bonus Reels
Max Win Per Line: N/A
Max Coinciding Win: 5000 x bet

Max Win (Simulated): 5000 x bet
Default Free-Spin Cost: €0.10
Hit Frequency: 10.00%
Average Win: 9.8 x bet (re-spins)
Min Bet: €0.10
Max Bet: €200.00



GENERAL INFORMATION

Money Cart 2 is a 5-column, 4-row slot 
machine with potential to open 2 new columns 
in the re-spin feature.

In re-spins, each scatter symbol holds a coin 
value. At the end of re-spins, the sum of all 
present values are paid out to the player.

Once a spin has been initiated the bet-level for 
that round is locked and cannot be changed. 
Winnings are presented in the user’s currency.

The theoretical return to player for this game  
is 98.00%.

RE-SPIN FEATURE GAME RULES

3 or more bonus symbols are needed to trigger 
the re-spin.

Bonus symbols can land anywhere on  
the reels.

Special bonus symbols (gold symbols) 
contribute to triggering the re-spin.

When the feature is triggered, the bonus 
symbols that trigger the feature will reveal a 
value and play their action before the first spin.

All values in the feature will be displayed as a 
multiplication of bet.

The round always starts with 3 spins and each 
time a new symbol is landed, the spin  
count resets.

In the situation that all additional reels have 
been opened and a symbol is placed in every 
possible position, the round will end whilst 
awarding 500 coins.



PERSISTENT COLLECTOR 
Reveals a coin value and then 
collects all visible values on the 
reels and adds them to its own 
value at the end of that spin and 
every spin that follows. This 
symbol  does not collect  
its  own value. 

RESET PLUS
Reveals a coin value and 
increases the starting value of 
the ‘spins left’ count  
by one.

COLLECTOR /PAYER
Reveals a coin value and adds 
the sum of all other visible values 
to its own value, then adds the 
updated value to all other visible 
symbols on the reels.

PERSISTENT SNIPER 
Reveals a coin value and 
doubles the values of 3 to 8 
other bonus symbols at the end 
of that spin and every spin that 
follows. It can act on the same 
bonus symbol several times. 

NECROMANCER
Reveals a coin value and brings 
between 2 and 7 already used 
non persistent special bonus 
symbols to life again (Collector, 
Payer, Collector/Payer 
 or Sniper).

COLLECTOR 
Reveals a coin value and then 
collects all visible values on the 
reels and adds them to its  
own value.

PERSISTENT PAYER 
Reveals a coin value and adds 
it to all other visible symbols 
on the reels for that spin and 
any spin that will follow. This 
symbol does not pay itself.

SNIPER
Reveals a coin value and 
doubles the values of 3 to 8 
other bonus symbols. It can 
act on the same bonus symbol 
several times. 

PAYER
Reveals a coin value and adds 
it to all other visible symbols on 
the reels.

BONUS SYMBOL
Reveals a value between 1 and 
10 coins.

GOLDEN BONUS SYMBOL
Reveals a value between 20 and 
200 coins.
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BIG WIN 
(bet multiplier 15+) 

 1 in 77

MEGA WIN 
(bet multiplier 30+)   

1 in 256

EPIC WIN  
(bet multiplier 60+) 

 1 in 840

EXPLOSIVE WIN  
(bet multiplier 200x +)   

1 in 7268 spins

Great Britain

Limited jurisdictional release - please consult your account manager for more information.


